While regions of the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) are known to be selective for objects relative to feature-matched controls, it is not known what set of cues or configurations are used to promote this selectivity. Many theories of perceptual organization have emphasized the figure-ground relationship as being especially important in object-level processing. In the present work we studied the role of perceptual organization in eliciting visual evoked potentials from the object selective LOC. To do this, we used two-region stimuli in which the regions were modulated at different temporal frequencies and were comprised of either symmetric or asymmetric arrangements. The asymmetric arrangement produced an unambiguous figure-ground relationship consistent with a smaller figure region surrounded by a larger background, while four different symmetric arrangements resulted in ambiguous figure-ground relationships but still possessed strong kinetic boundaries between the regions. The surrounded figure-ground arrangement evoked greater activity in the LOC relative to first-tier visual areas (V1-V3). Response selectivity in the LOC, however, was not present for the four different types of symmetric stimuli. These results suggest that kinetic texture boundaries alone are not sufficient to trigger selective processing in the LOC, but that the spatial configuration of a figure that is surrounded by a larger background is both necessary and sufficient to selectively activate the LOC.
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Introduction
Objects in the environment create discontinuities that correspond to their physical boundaries and the detection of these discontinuities is a key component of the image segmentation process. An important result of this segmentation processes is the designation of regions as either belonging to the "figure" or "background". Figure- ground assignment is thought to be driven by global cues that are extracted over large areas of the image such as the relative size of image regions, whether one image region surrounds another, and by various cues for depth ordering (Kanisza, 1979; Palmer, 1992; Rubin, 1915; Vecera & O'Reilly, 1998) .
The neural basis of figure-ground assignment has received much attention in recent years (reviewed in Roelfsema, 2006) . Neurophysiological studies have shown that cells in early visual areas are sensitive to image discontinuities, with the border ownership relationship first being established in cortical area V2 (Craft, Schutze, Niebur, & von der Heydt, 2007; Zhou, Friedman, & von der Heydt, 2000) . Border ownership relationships are extracted within 30-60 ms following the onset of a stimulus (Craft et al., 2007; Sakai & Nishimura, 2006; Zhaoping, 2005) . Senisitivty to global orga- * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 919 943 7491.
E-mail address: greg@duke.edu (L.G. Appelbaum). nization appears later in V1 presumably as a result of recursive feedback from high-order visual areas (Lamme, 1995; Scholte, Jolij, Fahrenfort, & Lamme, 2008; Zipser, Lamme, & Schiller, 1996) . In humans, a likely source of this feedback is the lateral occipital complex (LOC), an extended region of cortex that has been shown to be highly involved in object-level processing (Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001; Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Edelman, Itzchak, & Malach, 1998; Malach et al., 1995; Vuilleumier, Henson, Driver, & Dolan, 2002) .
We have previously studied scene segmentation using simple texture-defined figures and an electrophysiological (EEG) paradigm that allowed us to monitor cortical responses to figure and background regions separately by applying distinct periodic 'frequency-tags' to different regions of the scene (Appelbaum & Norcia, 2009; Appelbaum, Wade, Pettet, Vildavski, & Norcia, 2008; Appelbaum, Wade, Vildavski, Pettet, & Norcia, 2006) . Using this approach, we found spatially distinct networks responsible for the processing of each region where activity related to the figure region, but not the background region, was preferentially routed between first-tier visual areas (V1-V3) and the LOC. A separate network, extending from the first-tier through more dorsal areas responded preferentially to the background region. The figurerelated responses were largely invariant with respect to the texture types used to define the figure and did not depend on its spatial location or size. Routing through these two networks was also largely independent of attention.
